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APPENDIX A — READING PRACTICE 

The following material is offered with the intent of improving your braille reading skills. Proofreading your own 

work will improve as you become more proficient at recognizing the braille symbols. 

Instructions: After studying each lesson, practice writing out a print translation of the simulated braille. Check 

your interpretation by comparing to the printed version found in the second half of this appendix.  

You can gain more reading practice by back-translating the ANSWERS TO PRACTICE MATERIAL at the end of each 

lesson. 

Lesson 1 Reading Practice 

@S4.98, #27@C, @S0.11 

#6'8'' .K #80'' 

#27-31 "K #31-27 

#6 "1 #2 ;2 #12 "1 #4 

#49./7 .1 #1@*5 

-#.5 "K #.5 

#10*10*10 .K #1,000 

Lesson 2 Reading Practice 

#A4 ,%[ ) CUBES T _% #8+3 .K #3+8 _:4 

#B4 ,FILL 9 ! MISS+ NUMB]S3 

  _% -#7 -#5 = -#1 #1 = #5 = _: 

#C4 ,I SCOR$ _% #100@0 _: ON ! 8,C.T+ BY  

  #HS0 QUIZ6 

#D4 ,CRAIG B"\ A BUN* ( BANANAS AT  

  _% @S.48 _: P] P.D4 ,HE SP5T  

  _% @S1.68 _:4 ,H[ _M P.DS ( BANANAS  

  DID HE BUY8 .1,ANSW]3 _% #3.5 _: P.DS 

#E4 ,! TE/ SCORES RANG$ F  

  _% #26.5-98.9 _:4 
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Lesson 3 Reading Practice 

#A"> ,ON A NUMB] L9E1 ! _14T.E F #J TO  

  _% -#3 _: IS XS _1ABSOLUTE _1VALUE,-T   

  IS1 _% \-3\ .K #3 _:4 

#B"> ,:AT IS _% \-13\_8 -(-13) .K +13 _:  

  2C TWO _% -_'S _: MAKE A _% +_4 

#3) @((3+2)@*(6-4)+2@)@*4 

  .K @((5@*2)+2@)@*4 .K #48 _: 

#D"> ,COMPLETE ! NUMB] S]IES3 

  _% #.25, #.5, #.75, ----, ---- _:4 
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ANSWERS 

Lesson 1 

$4.98,  27¢,  $0.11 

6′8′′ =  80′′ 

27 − 31 < 31 − 27 

6 ∶ 2 ∷ 12 ∶ 4 

49 ÷ 7 > 1 × 5 

−.5 < .5 

10 ∙ 10 ∙ 10 = 1,000 

Lesson 2 

1) Show with cubes that 8 + 3 = 3 + 8. 

2) Fill in the missing numbers:  −7   − 5   __?__    −1     1   __?__   5   __?__ 

3) I scored 100% on the "Counting By 8s" quiz! 

4)  Craig bought a bunch of bananas at $.48 per pound. He spent $1.68. How many 
pounds of bananas did he buy? Answer: 3.5 pounds 

5) The test scores ranged from 26.5-98.9. 

Lesson 3 

1) On a number line, the distance from 0 to –3 is its absolute value—that is, |−3| = 3 . 

2) What is |−13|?  −(−13) = +13 because two −'s make a + . 

3) [(3 + 2) × (6 − 4) + 2] × 4 = [(5 × 2) + 2] × 4 = 48 

4) Complete the number series: .25,  .5, .75,  ___,  ___. 


